Worldwide technology leader from East Westphalia
Family-owned business in Bielefeld!

PLC programmer for complex machines and plants
Our client is an innovative medium-sized, family-owned business based in Bielefeld and is a worldwide supplier of highly complex
production lines. These are used for the mass production of consumer goods. With a long and rich company history, our client is
proud of its tradition, values and sustainable success. The basis for this is the expertise, the high quality standards, and the strong
orientation towards the needs of its customers. Due to the strong growth, our client is currently looking for a PLC programmer who
would like to develop both personally and professionally as well as to help the company forward and develop the cutting-edge
technologies of tomorrow.
After intensive on-the-job training, you will take over the software development of our
machines and systems and their commissioning, in other words from the initial planning and
project planning up to the final acceptance. You will work closely with all project participants
during the individual phases of the project. You will also be responsible for training the
machine operators and preparing the necessary documentation. Outside the project
business, you optimise or upgrade existing machines and systems and support the service
staff with your extensive professional knowledge.

• Project planning of the entire control
system
• PLC programming incl. user
interfaces
• Commissioning
• Training of machine operators
• Service support

After successfully completing a degree in electrical engineering, mechatronics or
comparable training (master craftsman, technician, PLC specialist, etc.) you ideally will have
gained practical experience in PLC programming. You are able to familiarise yourself with
complex manufacturing processes and have sound knowledge of special mechanical
engineering and automation technology. Working in a team is an enrichment for you, at the
same time you attach great importance to freedom in your work design. You are ready to
travel worldwide and have a good command of English. With your competence and your
courage to develop something new, you make a decisive contribution to ensuring the longterm success of the company.

• Completed degree in electrical
engineering or mechatronics
• Knowledge of S7 or TwinCat
• Experience in special machine
construction
• Willingness to travel globally
• Ability to work effectively in a team
• Good command of English

If this challenging, varied task with very good development opportunities appeals to you, then we look
forward to getting to know you! We offer you an innovative, financially strong company with a very
good, informal working atmosphere and offer an attractive compensation package. Please send your
complete application documents by email stating the reference number AS313H to the personnel
consultancy vietenplus commissioned by us, attn. Mr Schneider, bewerbung@vietenplus.de. Ms
Richter and Ms Fischer will be happy to answer any of your initial questions by telephone on +49
(0)4102-66725-0. Confidentiality is guaranteed.

